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The information provided on CODAI website does not constitute investment advice, 
financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat 

any of the website’s content as such. CODAI team does not recommend that any 
cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence 
and consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing 
CODAI, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to 

hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. 
You also agree that the team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to 

provide any support or services. You should have no expectation of any form from CODAI 
and its team. Although CODAI is a community driven token for social networking and not a 
registered digital currency, the team strongly recommends that citizens in areas with 
government bans on Crypto do not purchase it because the team cannot ensure compliance 

with your territory’s regulations. Always make sure that you are in compliance with your 
local laws and regulations before you make any purchase. 

LEGAL DISCLAIMER 



ABOUT CODAI

CODAI is a groundbreaking decentralized crypto project that harnesses the power 
of Artificial Intelligence to transform the way developers write, optimize, and 
deploy smart contracts on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC). Combining cutting-edge 

AI technologies with the efficiency and security of the BSC network, CODAI 
revolutionizes the process of code generation, significantly reducing 
development time and enhancing the overall ecosystem's reliability.

HOW CODAI WORKS

CODAI is powered by a sophisticated AI algorithm. This AI-driven approach enables CODAI to analyze complex code structures, identify 
patterns, and suggest optimized solutions tailored to the specific requirements of developers. Through an intuitive and user-friendly 

interface, developers can interact with CODAI, inputting their requirements and project specifications. The AI then quickly generates 
high-quality, secure, and gas-efficient smart contract code in a matter of seconds. This breakthrough significantly streamlines the 

development process, allowing developers to focus more on creating innovative projects and less on the nitty-gritty of coding.



PLAY 2 EARN
In addition to its groundbreaking AI code generator, CODAI also offers an exciting 
Play-to-Earn gaming ecosystem that integrates seamlessly with its core functionalities. 
CODAI Games provides players with an immersive gaming experience, where they can engage in 
entertaining and rewarding gameplay while earning valuable tokens.

Unique Game Concepts: CODAI Game boasts a diverse collection of innovative and 
original game concepts, the game is carefully designed to leverage the potential 
of the Binance Smart Chain and the capabilities of the CODAI ecosystem.

P2E Mechanics: Unlike traditional games, where players spend countless hours 
without any tangible rewards, CODAI Games introduces a Play-to-Earn model, 
enabling players to start earning right from the beginning!

The CODAI Games Advantage: Profitable Entertainment: CODAI Games provides an 
exciting and engaging gaming experience that rewards players with real-world 
value, offering an opportunity to monetize their gaming skills and time.

Secure and Transparent: Leveraging the Binance Smart Chain's robust security, 
CODAI Games ensures a safe and tamper-proof gaming environment. The integration 
of blockchain technology guarantees transparent and immutable records of in-game 
assets and transactions.



CODAI TOEKN

Ticker: CODAI
Name: CODAI
Total supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 CODAI 
Network: Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)
Contract: 0x9F6651f7147C4ec16357D0a56122e52C3c804b50

The CODAI Token: At the heart of the CODAI ecosystem is its native utility token, also named CODAI.
The CODAI token plays a crucial role in enabling the platform's functionalities and incentivizing community 
participation. This ensures a decentralized and community-driven approach to the project's development and 
evolution.
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